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Introduction and Activities 

  the activity addressed to the Municipality of Messina and Niscemi 
technical offices provides for the supply of Radar images to ASI within the 
decree 329/2016 concerning the application of the 100% discount for the 
supply to national institutional users of COSMO-SkyMed products for all 
the uses connected to the activities deriving from the MAP Italy project 
 
e-geos for processing and delivery radar products 
 
Planetek for interferometric processing radar data in Rheticus® Platform 

Città Metropolitana  
di Messina 

S A R I n t e r f e r o m e t r y w i t h P S 
methodology and COSMO-SkyMed 
images (CSK) for 2014-2018 and 
2019-2021 



Introduction and Activities 

A study about movements of two landslide (Altolia and Niscemi), 
in Sicilia region (Italy) by means of SAR interferometry 
KosmoSkyMed and Sentinel-1 data is in progress 
  
 
The ENEA activities: 

•  the displacements historical analysis through Advanced Satellite SAR Interferometry with 
Persistent Scatterer (PS) methodology on COSMO-SkyMed images in 2014-2018 period 

•  movements monitoring using Advanced Interferometry SAR Persistent Scatterer (PS) with 
COSMO-SkyMed images through the in the 2019-2021 period;  

•  movements evaluation through surveys in situ with differential GPS measurement  



Geology and Geomorphology 
 
 
In the two areas under study there are 
similar phenomena of slope dynamics 
with slow landslides and deep sliding 
surfaces (80-100m) but in different 
geological contexts 
 
 
In the Altolia area mainly strongly 
tectonized metamorphic rocks emerge on 
morphologies with narrow and hanging 
valleys  
 
 
 
 
 
Niscemi develops on sandy, calcarenitic 
and clayey outcrops with an active 
dynamic tectonic 

Altolia (ME) 

Niscemi (CL) 
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Geology 

strongly tectonized metamorphic rocks on 
morphologies with narrow and hanging 
valleys  
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Altolia: litology, geomorphology and landslide effects 
in the historic centre  
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Niscemi  
sandy, calcarenitic and clayey outcrops 
with an active dynamic tectonic 
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Geomphology and landslide effects 

Niscemi: landslide morphological 
features; a) top landslide view of the 
Gela fluvial plain; b) marine terrace 
affected by the landslide phenomenon; 
c) landslide effects; d) area below the 
Niscemi marine terrace 

morphogenesis conditioned by structural dislocations and by previous landslide 
movements (elongated escarpments, ditches, cracks) rather than by the water action.  
 
Badlands phenomena affects the clayey sedimentary sequence that emerges at the 
base of the slopes.  
 
Local morphogenesis, as also shown by the SENTINEL-2 satellite image and in situ 
survey, is very active and causes a very irregular channeled erosive action conditioned 
by structural and morphological features that lead to erosive processes due to 
infiltration of rainwater inside of unstable masses.  



Dicembre 2005 
Gennaio 2019 

Aprile 2019 

1997 

NISCEMI (CL) 



•  CODE: ID code of the measured point   
•  - LAT and LONG: geographical coordinates (WGS84) of the measured points; 
•  - UTM_E, UTM_N, UTM_ZONE: Projected coordinates (UTM-WGS84) of the measured points; 
•  - H_GEO: Orthometric height; 
•  - H_ELL: Ellipsoidal height (WGS84); 
•  - H_STDDEV: standard deviation related to H_GEO and H_ELL (m); 
•  - H_AUX_DEM: DEM Error (m) 
•  - COH: coherence of the measures (m) 
•  - INC_ANG: Incidence angle of the satellite Line of Sight (LOS) 
•  - HEAD_ANG: represents the angle, on the horizontal plane, between the East direction and the projection of the 

Line of Sight (LOS)  on the horizon plane itself. It is clockwise measured starting from the East direction.  
•  - V_LOS: average velocity (mm/year) along the Line of Sight (LOS) of the satellite (considerando l’intera serie 

temporale di spostamento) 
•  - V_LOS_STD:  
•  - VALYYYY12: average yearly velocity (mm/year) along the Line of Sight (LOS) of the satellite (calcolato per ogni 

anno di monitoraggio e stimata considerando tutte le misure acquisite nell’anno) 
•  - VASDLYYYY12: standard deviation of  VALYYYY12 (mm/year) 
•  - DLYYYYMMDD: one column for each measurement. The value (in mm) represents the total displacement value 

with respect to the first measurement (where  YYYY=year , MM=month , DD= day of the measurement) measured 
along the Line of Sight (LOS). 

Persistent Scatterers (PS) Database 

The data processed in Rheticus® Displacement are from SENTINEL-1 radar 
acquisitions (time range: 2014-2019), in ascending and descending orbit  



Persistent Scatterers (PS) Database 

The data were reported and processed in a GIS software, mapping the precise values of V-LOS with a spatial 
analysis procedure (interpolation with IDW weighted inverse distance); the process allows to manipulate spatial 
information to extract new information and meaning from the original information. In the IDW interpolation 
method, the sample points are weighed during interpolation so that the influence of each point with respect to 
the others decreases based on the distance from the unknown point to be created.  
 

INSAR - descending 

INSAR - ascending 



Grazie per l’attenzione 

Altolia – maggio 2019 


